ONE CITY,
MANY STORIES
AND HISTORIES....

I developed my own curatorial style whilst
considering the goal of the program - to engage
with non-traditional audiences (general public)
in non-gallery public places. Across these

One of my objectives in writing the 2014

physically diverse venues I sought to present

exhibition program for Adelaide Town Hall

new and challenging mediums to the broad

(ATH) was to engage directly with this grand

audiences that visit Adelaide Town Hall and pass

Victorian building. The narratives of women and

by Art Pod each day. My mission was to promote

Indigenous Australian’s were a crucial curatorial

Adelaide City Council’s (ACC) vision of ‘one

focus in my desire to address a representation of

city, many places.’

gender and culture I perceived as imbalanced.
Challenging the public whilst remaining

Positive outcomes of the program included

accessible to an audience largely unfamiliar with

significant community engagement, the

contemporary art was also a key concern.

promotion of South Australian artist’s
professional development as well as fostering

A focus on female visual artists included solo

long-term demand for arts and cultural events

exhibitions by Chris de Rosa, Brigid Noone,

within these contrasting CBD locations. Event

Monika Morgenstern and a survey of Emma

attendance at ATH launches built consistently

Hack’s practice across both venues. I began the

to Emma Hack’s opening Eden with over 300

2013-14 program with an ensemble exhibition by

guests.

fifteen female artists concerned with portraiture,
Not Just a Pretty Face.

All the images in this acquittal document have
been sourced from either, works featured in the

First Australian contemporary artists Ali

2014 Emerging Curator Program, photographs

Gumillya-Baker and Ramond Zada each created

documenting the exhibition preparations or

new works for the exhibitions Historia and Eight.

imagery from launch events. I’d like to thank

cover image: ‘The Surrender

I consider the performance ‘The Tall Ships’

photographers Grant Hancock, Ken Zhang,

35º28’45.60” S 138º16’33.45 E’

and installation ‘Acknowledge’ to be program

Nat Rogers and Craig Egan for their beautiful

by Hailey Lane featured in the

highlights.

imagery.

portraiture by female artists exhibition,
‘Not Just a Pretty Face’.
Lane’s image of vulnerability,
authenticity and courage encapsulates
my desire to respond site specifically to
ATH’s heritage by exploring ideas of
photo credit: Craig Egan

power and identity, culture and gender.

FEATURED ARTISTS
As ACC’s first Emerging Curator I chose to
support the arts community of South Australia by
featuring only locally based practioners. Forty
eight artists - nine artists at Art Pod and forty
four at ATH, featured in a total of ten exhibitions.
Their diverse practices include moving image,
photography, illustration, textiles, sculpture,
ceramics, performance, painting and installation.

PROGRAM STRENGTHS
Being solely responsible for the concept, curation,
graphic design, promotion and administration
of five large scale ensemble exhibitions at ATH
and five exhibitions at Art Pod was a career
defining opportunity. The numerous challenges
and rewards this autonomous role has provided
me include the luxury of curatorial freedom,
developing diverse project management skillsets as well as the opportunity of working with
significant stakeholders in landmark venues.
Engaging with and promoting forty six local
emerging, mid-career and established visual
arts practitioners has been my chief delight. I’ve
relished this learning and networking opportunity.
Visiting artists studios was a highlight of my year.
I never left Steve Langdon’s chaotic Sturt Street
studio (opposite page) without wet paint on my
clothes and a smile on my face.

PROGRAM CHALLENGES
AND WEAKNESSES
The ACC Emerging Curator Program’s challenges
and weaknesses are also it’s strengths - its
autonomous, multi-faceted nature. Presenting ten
exhibitions in twelve months is a significant task.
I exceeded the suggested part-time hours, feeling
the task was well worth the extra time.
Presenting significant new work by dynamic
local contemporary artists is a goal of public art.
Exhibitions without budgets to commission new
works often utilise existing artworks.
I am delighted to say nineteen of the artists I
worked with produced new works especially for
the program. These included Ali Gumillya-Baker’s
performance ‘The Tall Ships’, Tristan Kerr’s hand

photo credit: Carollyn Kavanagh

painted signage, inspired by archival photography
from the City of Adelaide’s Civic Collection as well
as Raymond Zada’s installation ‘Acknowledge’,
created for the SALA exhibition EIGHT.
As the program was in its first year we did not
have a comprehensive project plan. Increasing
budgets is not always possible but I do suggest
strategies to support artistic creation would
encourage our thriving, local arts community and
elevate the program.

STAFF ACCESSIBILITY
AND SUPPORT
ACC and ATH have been the most supportive and
efficient teams I’ve ever worked with.
A ‘can do attitude’ prevails within ACC’s Vibrant
City department. Edward James and Penny
McAuley are steadfast in their determination for
the program to succeed and grow. Jenn Brazier
is a meticulous and committed administrator
of the program - her endless support was an
invaluable asset to my role. As an emerging
curator the skills and expertise of installer and
artist Gus Clutterbuck were integral to executing
the concept I envisaged for each show. Gus’s
considerable experience allowed me the freedom
to create several challenging and complex hangs.
I learnt a lot from Gus this year. Thank you to
Bradley Harkin, Josh Smith and Katie Barber
also assisted with installations. I would also like
to acknowledge and thank Marketing Consultant
Lynda Allen for her advice and sharing her
considerable media and marketing knowledge.
Non-gallery spaces and in particular spaces with
multiple functions are challenging by nature.
The ATH staff has joined me on the journey
of the program’s first year. Venue Manager,
Trevor Barker and his team Michelle Wubbolts,
Dale Smithson, Paul Elliot and Paul Doveton
have aided me in tasks as diverse as developing
effective systems for artwork sales, event
organisation, uploading online information,
social media promotion, lighting, installation
requirements and even turning projection works
on and off each day. I thank them for their
support and professionalism.

BENEFITS AND OPPORTUNITIES
My role as ACC’s first Emerging Curator has
been an invaluable career opportunity.
A Masters of Curatorial Art gave me the
necessary academic qualifications to begin a
career as a curator. The internships I undertook
at the Art Gallery of South Australia, the
Queensland Art Gallery/Gallery of Modern
Art and two commercial galleries in Singapore
provided me with windows into how art is
presented and promoted in both institutional and
private settings. But in the Emerging Curator
Program ACC awarded me a role, where I built
a considerable body of curatorial experience and
exposure that will undoubtedly further my career

role for me.
Attendances built throughout the program
with the audience demographic progressively
broadening, as evidenced by the photographic
documentation of each event. Venue Manager
Adelaide Town Hall Trevor Barker and I suggest
the following attendance statistics.

EVENT ATTENDANCE
Not Just a Pretty Face: 80 - 100 visitors
The Storytellers: 120 - 150 visitors
Historia: 200 - 250 visitors
EIGHT: 175 - 200 visitors
Emma Hack: EDEN - 250 - 300 visitors

development.

EXHIBITION ATTENDANCE

Public art is not generally thought of as ‘curated’

The Storytellers: 10 - 20 visitors daily

in the same way that a museum program is.
I’ve hoped to challenge that notion by curating
thematic exhibitions that were both site responsive
and based upon concepts I’m passionate about.
Portraiture and feminism were examined in ‘Not
Just a Pretty Face’, the renaissance of illustration
in ‘The Storytellers’ and re-writing and
re-claiming histories in ‘Historia’.

STAKEHOLDERS, THE PUBLIC,
AND MEDIA RESPONSE

Not Just a Pretty Face: 20 -30 visitors daily
Historia: 60 - 70 visitors daily
EIGHT: 40 - 50 visitors daily
Emma Hack: EDEN - 40 - 50 visitors daily
These figures reflect Trevor Barker’s opinion of
the first weeks attendance for each exhibition.
Trevor explained that these numbers decreased
progressively over the duration of each show.

ARTWORK SALES AT ATH
Not Just a Pretty Face: $400
The Storytellers: $3,455

Networking opportunities with diverse

Historia: $3,074

stakeholders including SALA, the Adelaide

EIGHT: $950

Fringe Festival and the About Time Festival are

Emma Hack Eden: $7200

another of the ACC Emerging Curator Programs
photo credit: Carollyn Kavangh

strengths. Penny Griggs, SALA’s General
Manager in particular has played a mentoring

Total program sales: $15,079

and intimacy and played with the boundaries

promoting the program. ATH’s facebook

between private and public space. Long

page, visits grew from 97 likes in August

time collaborators Jake Bresanello and Jake

2013 at the inception of the program to

Holmes created a post-apocalyptic comic

the current 583 likes. Facebook event’s

featured artists. These acquisitive works

book in ‘Bear Knuckles’, whilst conformity,

for Historia (219 facebook guests) and

would build a new Contemporary section of

loyalty and obedience were excavated in

EIGHT (149 facebook guests) contributed

the City of Adelaide’s Civic Collection.

Monika Morgenstern’s ‘Powerplay.’

• Inclusion of a budget for freight

to attendance by a younger demographic,
perhaps not reached by postal and e-invites.

• An acqusition program to support the

• Investing in exhibition furniture like covered
The curation, design and documentation

plinths to be more inclusive of free standing

of an accessible contemporary program by
Publicity from radio, print & digital media

sculptural works.

local emerging and established artists across

included interviews on Radio Adelaide and

• Linking the two venues with large ensemble

a diverse range of mediums was my goal. The

editorials in SA Life, The Advertiser, Rip it

exhibitions at Adelaide Town Hall and solo

challenge has been to engage a broad public

Up, CityMag and INDAILY.

satellite shows at Art Pod (Not Just a Pretty

and to work directly with the fabric of a city.

Face, The Storytellers and Emma Hack:

Did you feel you achieved your intended

My holistic approach to the program from

goals within the program?

and time saving strategy.

both a curatorial and a design standpoint has

The ACC Emerging Curator is charged

• Moccasin is the name of ATH’s wall colour

been a proud achievement. I’ve thoroughly

with activating the underutilised iconic

- it is not a complementary colour to display

enjoyed the opportunity to write the 2014

ATH and new initiative Art Pod. As many

art. I suggest re-painting a lighter heritage

exhibition program and control its visual

as 2,000 – 3,000 people pass-by the busy

white or perhaps taking the bold decision

branding. Designing the printed A6 Emerging

CBD thoroughfare of Art Pod each weekday.

to utilise a deep heritage gray. As a new

Curator Program calendar was a particular

Visible 24/7 the six exhibitions created new

design for the foyer carpet is currently

highlight for me this year as well as a value-

experiences in an unexpected place and

being discussed an integrated master plan

add promotional tool for the program.

approach to new carpet and wall colour

EDEN) was an effective cross promotional

contributed to the City’s evening economy.

would dramatically improve the foyer’s
‘The People’s Choice Awards’ sponsored

The nature of the exhibition program’s

ability to show art well.

by Liza Emmanuel, curator talks during

impermanence created a vibrancy and

• ATH is a multi-functional space, a busy

SALA and an artist’s talk by Emma Hack

freshness which delighted unsuspecting

commercial venue that is also seeking to

were events where the public was invited to

audiences. In 2014 Art Pod became in turns

exhibit contemporary art. By briefing ATH

participate. In retrospect I would have liked

a bedroom, a laboratory of power and an

catering staff about the exhibition program’s

to engage more often with the audience in the

underwater garden. Excitingly Chris De

goals and curatorial premise a more positive

form of a structured public program.

workplace culture could be developed. A

Rosa’s exhibition ‘The Sea Inside’ was
the nationally collected artist’s first foray
Untitled #1 by Paul Sloan, gouache on paper, 112 x 92cm

FEEDBACK AND
SUGGESTIONS

Social media played a significant role in

into moving image. In‘Committed But Not
Attached’ Brigid Noone investigated love

sense of ‘ownership’ could encourage respect
of the artworks themselves and this grand
foyer being seen also as a gallery space.
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TROY-ANTHONY BAYLIS
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GUS CLUTTERBUCK

DEBORAH PAAUWE
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MARY-JEAN RICHARDSON

JACOB LOGOS

NAT ROGERS
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ALEXANDER CARLETTI
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PAUL SLOAN
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EMMA HACK

ADAM MURAKAMI
Brave: having or displaying courage,
resolution, or daring; not cowardly or timid
Fine; splendid a brave sight a brave attempt
Archaic excellent or admirable
To dare or defy to brave the odds
To confront with resolution or courage to
brave the storm

SUE MICHAEL

Dr Jane Lomax-Smith opened Not Just a Pretty Face
Luke Jurevicius of Vishus Productions opened The Storytellers
The Right Honorable Lord Mayor, Stephen Yarwood opened Historia, with Kaurna Welcome to Country
performed by respected elder Uncle Lewis O’Brien.
SALA General Manager, Penny Griggs and Vibrant City Program Manager, Penny McAuley opened EIGHT
Emma Hack: Eden was opened by The Advertiser’s Arts Editor, Patrick McDonald with kenote speech by
scientist and biofuel expert, Dr Jonathan Trent

12 DECEMBER 2013 - 23 JANUARY 2014 				

ART POD

image: courtesy Grant Hancock

Part 1. Pink & Gold Bedroom Suite is a
domestic installation that includes wall painting,
video, found objects and framed paintings.
The work investigates love and intimacy,
exposing a private world within Art Pod’s public
context.

BRIGID NOONE:

COMMITTED BUT NOT ATTACHED
12 DECEMBER 2013 - 23 JANUARY 2014				

ART POD

image: Pink & Gold (Landscape Studies), wall painting by Brigid Noone for Spinoza’s Cabinet in Paradise, curated by Margit Bruenner

12 DECEMBER 2013 - 23 JANUARY 2014

ART POD & ADELAIDE TOWN HALL
Spinning Tresses by Deborah Paauwe, 2008, giclee print, 120 x 120cm edition of 6

Adelaide Town Hall has been hosting events
since 1854 and could be considered a shrine
to our South Australian history. Commissioned
portraits of men, painted predominately by
men memorialising South Australia’s heritage
adorn Adelaide Town Hall. There are few
depictions of women, other than the odd
Queen.
The fifteen hugely talented emerging, early
career and established artists featured in
‘Not Just a Pretty Face’ play with power,
gender, and vulnerability, cultural and
personal identity. In some cases these artists
obscure the face, use costume or disguises,
others reveal the body. They suggest how
society’s ideas of strengths and weakness have
changed.
Whilst the history of portraiture and Victorian
portraits in particular was concerned with
appearances - contemporary artists explore
identity in many different ways. They ask
questions rather than present certainties.
Boy Girl by Rebecca Hastings juxtaposes
the playfulness of the child with the artist’s
anxieties as a parent. At once, concealing and
revealing, this painting touches on notions of
gender and identity, and what it means to be
a girl growing up in a world burdened with
feminine ideals.

Maski by Madison Bycroft, 2012, single channel video 1:18 loop

Nat Roger’s “The Third Gender” is part
of an ongoing series about gender and the
communities that form around sexuality. The

artist describes how Ladyboys are known as,
not necessarily identifying with traditional
gender roles. Roger’s says ‘the hierarchic
nature of the community and overt sexuality of
the Ladyboys questions gender roles vividly.’
Deborah Paauwes’ 2008 Carousel series is
concerned with ‘the gaze’ and voyeurism,
placing her work within the context of feminist
and post-feminist theory. Paauwe says “loss
of innocence is not a fear but a necessary
and seductive price for growing up, both
mourned for and secretly desired. Portraits
stripped of the personal identity of the sitters,
these images carry still the marks of the selfportrait.”
Sera Waters Nesting is a series of small
portraits of herself and family disguised as
local birds; a plover, pigeon, wattle bird
and duck. “Birds and family trees have long
been important to my art work” says Sera
“and with this series I have focused upon
making connections between my husband
and two son’s certain ways and specific bird
characteristics.” This series began as a single
strange self-portrait but grew as her family
nest grew. And though there are now four,
this is still a self-portrait which importantly
acknowledges what it is to be a mother and
artist simultaneously.
Portraits featured from the City of Adelaide
Civic Collection speak to the heritage of our
city and act as foils for the contemporary
works. The collection works contrast the

candid and questioning portraits by living
female artists. Our cities name sake Queen
Adelaide (1792 - 1849) of Saxe-Meiningen
consort to King William IV was of course
featured. Queen Adelaide was a remarkable
woman passionate about the rights of
children, she was considered an early feminist
and a driving force behind the abolition of
slavery in England.
A bust of Catherine Helen Spence (1825-1910)
by Ieva Pocius also made an appearance.
Sculpted for the life-size bronze statue in
Light Square unveiled by Queen Elizabeth II
as part of the commemoration of 150 years
of European settlement of South Australia.
Spence was a social and political reformer,
writer and preacher. She was in the vanguard
of first-wave feminism seeking equality of
opportunity for women in Australia.
Early career artist Kate Kurucz’s ‘A Queen’
hung beside one of the most photographed
women in the world, Queen Elizabeth II.
Kurucz uses crowns as a motif in many of
her works because they are simultaneously
pointless and powerful. The archival image
of Queen Elizabeth commemorates her
coronation in 1953, the crown and jewels
in the photograph have been over painted
in an impasto style. Elizabeth then aged
25 ascended the throne upon the death of
her father King George VI. These idealised
images of monarchy are divergent to our
contemporary desire to portray personal
authenticity.

LIZA EMANUELE

Artist and DJ Joy Levins playing at Not Just a Pretty Face opening. Photo credit: Ken Zhang

photo credit: Ken Zhang

CELEBRATING THE RENAISSANCE OF ILLUSTRATION

26 MARCH - 8 MAY 2014
The Spaceman by Daniel Purvis, 2013, traditional and digital mixed media giclee prints on archival paper 30.5 x 38cm

word, illu’stro meaning to enlighten or irradiate.
Illustrators develop and shape the visual
language of our societies - they enable the
communication of ideas and information with
the rest of the world. Over the last two decades
illustration has experienced a renaissance.
The internet has drawn our world closer,
the creation and spread of images is
unprecedented in history. This flood of visual
material has seen illustration impact the lives of
people as never before, gathering audiences far
beyond the world of visual art.

photo credit: Ken Zhang

Batman Cat by Violet Coooper, 2014, wallpaper, acrylic colllage, 44cm diameter

The word Illustration comes from the latin

BEAR
KNUCKLES

Power is omnipresent at every level of society. Never static, it rises and falls in societies and
individuals. According to French philosopher Michel Foucault, power is ‘relational, strategic and
war-like’.
With the body as the subject and object of power, Monika Morgenstern explores conformity, loyalty,
obedience and subservience in both the private and public domain. In Powerplay the body becomes
the canvas on which power is played out through gestures, movements and apparel.

Celebrating the Renaissance of Illustration

Jake Bresanello & Jake Holmes

Long term collaborators and storytellers, Jake Bresanello and Jake Holmes
present a new science fiction apolcalyptic comic, Bear Knuckles.
The exhibition features illustrations of their story both on and off the page.

26 MARCH - 8 MAY, 2014 									ART POD
Bear Knuckles Character Studies, ink by Jake Bresanello, colour and background by Jake Holmes.
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Honour & Virtue by Monika Morgenstern, 2013, Diptych 200cm x 90cm each, digital photo on premium satin photographic paper, edition of 10

‘WE HAVE THE
WEIGHT OF
COLONIALISM
IN OUR HAIR’

15 MAY - 25 JUNE 2014

					

ADELAIDE TOWN HALL

Sovereign Fleet: Black by Ali Baker Gumillya, 2013,
archival ink jet print, 126.5 x 85cm

ALI GUMILLYA-BAKER

Welcome to Country by Kaurna Elder Uncle
Lewis O’Brien, official opening by The Right
Honourable Lord Mayor, Stephen Yarwood,
The performance, Tall Ships by Alexis West,
Simone Ulalka Tur and Faye Rosas Blanch
including performance of ‘For I Aborigine’by the
late Lily Sansbury and Carroll Karpany from the
album Nukunya Dreaming.

photo credit: Nat Rogers

‘Historia’ is the discipline of recording and interpreting
past events. By re-writing, re-referencing and
re-activating past events, Historia the exhibition
responds to historic collections as well as some often
untold stories, exploring aspects of our history and
culture that may have been forgotten through their lack
of representation in ‘authorised’ archives.
The featured artists re-address our history in painting,
sculpture, works on paper, photography, sign painting
and performance. The works engage a range of themes
including custodianship, social history, language and
material culture.
A Mirning woman whose family are from the Nullarbor
on the West Coast of South Australia, Ali GumillyaBaker’s imagery and performance Tall Ships, examines
sovereignty, the weight of colonialism and celebrates the
continued resistance to symbols of invasion.
Exploring new ways to belong, Troy-Anthony Bayliss
investigates non-normative identities and colonisation,
referencing iconic landscape painting. Troy is of Irish
and Aboriginal heritage, a descendant of the Jawoyn
people from Australia’s Northern Territory.
Jacob Logos uses the Adelaide Plains Kaurna language
as a point of reference, in particular the work of the
linguistic group Kaurna Warra Pintyandi (KWP)
literally ‘creating Kaurna language’ in his new series
The Naming of Things. Jacob surveys natural beauty,
mythology, consciousness and how the conjectural
perception of history influences our reality.
Celebrating the ordinary and discarded objects, and
reflecting on the continuing cultural collision between
Indigenous and settler cultures in remote communities,
Gus Clutterbuck’s sculpture is inspired by his personal
experiences of life and landscape in the Anangu
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara lands of Northwest South
Australia.

‘Making camp at ‘Evening shadows,
backwater of the river Murray,
South Australia, 1880’
by Troy-Anthony Baylis
2009, Pigmented inks on 310gsm
Huhnemuble German Etching Paper
Ed 5, 29.5 x 42 cm

From a project with Tutti Inc./Minda Inc (initiated by Tutti
Inc. CEO/Artistic Director Pat Rix) Laura Wills artworks
are an artistic interpretation of a unique South Australian
social history – that of the iconic residential institution for
people with intellectual disabilities, Minda Inc.
Providing audiences with a recollection of the beauty
that adorned the streets of Adelaide through the 19201950s, Tristan Kerr references imagery from the City
of Adelaide Civic Collection in this new series of works
created for Historia

‘IN THE
COLLAGES
KABOOBIE
IS TAKING
OWNERSHIP.
TILTING HER
HAT & PUTTING
HERSELF IN THE
PICTURE AND
MAKING CLAIM’
TROY-ANTHONY BAYLISS

‘I played a game with my body’ (still), Angelica Harris-Faull, 2013,
single channel stop motion video work, looped
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With points of view traversing age, gender

the naturally occurring hallucinogen,

and culture, EIGHT presents themes as

DMT, whilst Derek Sargent, winner of

diverse as the queer adolescent experience,

the Constance Gordon-Johnson Prize

the source of our dreams and defining ‘who

for Sculpture, questions our notions of

is Aboriginal’.

normative identity. Raymond Zada’s video
work At Face Value is a transforming

Currently based in New York, Samstag

series of 25 portraits, challenging the idea

Scholar Christian Lock’s large-scale

of defining Aboriginality by skin colour.

abstract works blur the boundaries between

The compelling projection was recently

painting and sculpture. Lock’s practice

acquired by the National Gallery of

references the history of modernist painting

Australia.

whilst borrowing materials and processes
like synthetic resins, spray painting and

EIGHT also features Alexander Carletti,

laser-cutting techniques from surfboard

Angelica Harris-Faull and Monika

design.

Morgenstern. Twenty three year old
Carletti says, “My art making is the all-

Established multidisciplinary artist, Paul

consuming past time of my life.” Harris-

Sloan has recently returned from a three

Faull is currently completing Honours in a

month residency on UNESCO World

Bachelor of Fine Art at Royal Melbourne

Heritage Site, Suomenlinna Island in

Institute of Technology. She explores

Helsinki. His arts practice encompassing

the difference between how we present

sculpture, sound, photography and graphic

our bodies publicly and how the body

gouache mark-making explores the themes

can be shared intimately. German-born

of revolution, rebellion and colonisation.

Morgenstern has lived in South Australia
for 25 years. Her artworks explore mystical

Emerging photographer Hayley Jessup’s
images play with identity, freedom and

At Face Value by Raymond Zada, 2013, PAL widescreen video 2’29”
(infinite loop Edition of 5. #2 available)

and spiritual experiences.

photo credit: Craig Egan

photo credit: Craig Egan

Untitled #1 by Christian Lock, 2013, synthetic polymer / digital print and holographic material on PVC on wooden stretcher
183 x 215cm plus plastic overhang

Carollyn Kavanagh, Jenn Brazier and Raymond Zada in front of Zada’s work ‘At Face Value’, event launch EIGHT.
Image courtesy Craig Egan.

IN AN INSTALLATION OF PRINT WORKS AND MOVING IMAGE
INFORMED BY MARINE FLORA, PRINTMAKER CHRIS DE
ROSA CELEBRATES HER LONG-TERM INSPIRATION, THE SEA.
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‘EACH ONE
OF US IS AS
OLD AS THE
ENTIRE
BIOLOGICAL
KINGDOM,
AND OUR
BLOODSTREAMS
ARE TRIBUTARIES
OF THE GREAT
SEA OF ITS
TOTAL MEMORY’
THE DROWNED WORLD
JG BALLARD

White Lace, 2014, Digital inkjet print, etching, pigment stain on magnani paper.150cm h x 70cm w.
Photo credit Grant Hancock

photo credit: Craig Egan
Vreeland’s Cockatoo, Emma Hack, 2014, Giclee print, 140 x140cm

Oscar Wilde declared ‘illusion is the first of

Hack has shown at ART Sydney, ART

all pleasures’. Emma Hack: Eden features

Melbourne, and internationally, at ART

works from throughout the artist’s long-

London, ART Singapore and the Affordable

term practice in the art of trompe l’oeil,

Art Fairs, New York, Toronto, Mexico,

as well as exciting new works. Large scale

Amsterdam, Stockholm and Hamburg.

collage, sculpture, textiles and lenticular

Represented nationally throughout

works will draw audiences into Hack’s

Australia, she is also represented in

world of pleasure and utopian joy.

London, New York, Hong Kong and

Both Adelaide Town Hall and Art Pod

Singapore and her work is held in

became surrealist escapes from reality -

numerous private and corporate collections

magical places where beautiful, concealed

globally.

bodies emerge and recede from elaborate
floral motifs.

The long list of companies associated with

photo credit: Craig Egan

Emma Hack includes Moet Hennessy, Mont
Hack spends up to twenty hours painting

Blanc, Tiffany & Co, National Geographic

intricate designs on the skin of her muse,

Channel and Vogue. Pushing the bounds

before photographing installations which

of her unique body camouflage style of

often include birds and other assorted

painting Emma’s collaboration on Gotye’s

creatures. These lush decorative images

‘Somebody That I Used To Know’ saw her

playing with illusion and pleasure are also

profile skyrocket with the single in UK,

concerned with environmental stewardship.

Europe and US charts and over 350 million

Hack is a conservationist. Protection and

hits on YouTube.

preservation have long been at the heart of
her multi-media practice.

photo credit: Craig Egan

